
Healing message 5 (Lifestyle healing) Ephesians 5:15-21 

 

 

No Longer Wandering in Bewilderment 
 

Everyday, God is doing very important things for us; things that are everlasting, kingdom concerned, and in 

relation to the eternal inheritance of ourselves and our heirs. All these mysteries are currently taking place 

in our lives, living, time and fields. However, given a pace of busy lifestyle, we often lose our eyesight, and 

are unable to see the guidance of God, thus very easily enter into a living condition with uncertainties and 

delusions. We need to stop and wait till we see the work of Father God, hear His voice of guidance, and 

again move forward by following God’s pace step by step. Then we are able to restore a blissful and 

meaningful living. 

 

1. The living of many believers are still in blindness, confusion and disorganization 

1) Often lose the purpose and direction of life 

2) No confidence of one’s identity, title and roles 

3) Often carry wrong values and priorities 

4) Carry a complicated and tiring life and lifestyle 

5) Living in unhealthy and impure environment, often affected by bad influence 

6) Possess many bad habits in life which will “definitely lead to failure” 

 

2.  First, must restore “True-Self” and resolute to walk with God 

1) The life that is created to glorify God 

2) The child of God that is exceedingly loved and redeemed by God (heir) 

3)  “Royal Priesthood” that carries a glorious eternal purpose and direction while living on earth in 

predestined days 

4) “Spiritual living being” living in both the “visible” and “invisible” environment  

5) A life that is guided by God to live in His plan 24 hours everyday  

6) Possesses very important relationship bonds starting from family to all nations (Contact bonds are 

hidden in life) 

7) Possesses the identity, title, position, roles and gifts that are determined by God 

 

3.  Grasp daily “Blessed Schedule” firmly  

1) “Morning of first day of the week” and “Starting of every morning” are the most important 

(Sunday worship & Morning prayer) 

2) Seek God’s pleasing will and guidance concretely during afternoon and evening prayers 

3) Can only know what God is doing in one’s life more clearly after understanding more of one’s 

title; position, roles and gift 

4) Having better grasp of the timetable of the 7 fields will enable the receiving of a more correct 

Blessed Schedule 

(1) Non-believer: Associate → Intercede → Hunger and thirst for righteousness → Know the 

mystery of death and resurrection → Assurance of Calling and Salvation 

(2) Believer: Assurance of Calling and Salvation → establish covenant (promises) → Prayer 

(Holy Spirit) → Walk with God → Evangelize → Disciple 

(3) Family: Gospel filled → Promises filled → Discipleship → Mission Home → Church 

(4) Church: Restoration of vision and pulpit messages → Prayer (Gospel filled and Fields focus) 

→ Discipleship (nurturing) → Local evangelism and World mission. 

(5) Workplace, School, Region, Whole World 



5) Must grasp the mystery of “living by the guidance of the Holy Spirit” and “continuous prayer” 

 

4. Living environment needs healing too. 

1) Visual environment: Idols, images, talisman, pictures, photos 

2) Audio environment: the curses and music of non-Christian, unhealthy music, all sorts of noise 

3) Living environment: space arrangement, scenery view, lightness, temperature, humidity, 

unhygienic, chaos, without priority, odor 

*Not only to remove, but also to replace with “blessed, clear and healthy visual, audio and living 

environment” 

 

5.  “Bad habits” that lead to failure must receive healing too. 

1) The habit of living according to the flesh instead of Holy Spirit 

2) The habit of living without discipline and self-control 

3) The habit of inability to concentrate, thus leading to laxity and constantly daydreaming 

4) The habit of laziness and frequent procrastination 

5) The habit of expressing worldly nature and anger easily 

6) The habit of viewing people and things with negative and critical view 

7) The habit of judging all things with self-centeredness  

8) The habit of gossiping about others 

9) The habit of giving excuses and shirking responsibilities 

10) The habit of using dirty languages 

 


